The Art of Floral Design

Instructor: Arrin Sutliff

Supplies needed:

- Flowers
- Floral shears or sharp scissors [Okatsune Pruning Scissors, round tips, not the bypass pruners]
- Circular flower frog ~2 ½ “ [sun and moon kenzan preferable for back weight]
- Chicken Wire [Local hardware store. Vinyl coated preferred]
- Oasis Green Waterproof Tape ¼”
- 24 or 26 gauge Paddle Wire
- Floral stem wrap ½”
- Oasis Floral glue
- Wire Cutters [Hakko-CHP-170 Micro Cutter - Red]

Note: You will not need any of this for the first week of class so if you prefer to wait to purchase after we discuss materials that would be fine.